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The stars are made of lemon juice...
...and rain makes applesauce.
Elbows grow on a tickle tree...
...and rain makes applesauce.
Oh, you're just talking silly talk.
This is a book of silly talk. It doesn't pretend to be anything else. And yet it is an 
extraordinary creation, in which author and artist speak to children in a very special way. 
The fanciful nonsense and marvelously intricate pictures are full of sly subtleties and happy 
surprises for both eye and ear. 

It is a book of absurd delights, of tiny, fey graphic details, of captivating scenes and lyrical 
phrases that stretch the imagination. Children will return to it again and again for new 
meanings, new images, new responses.
A classic volume of nonsense verse with a real story cleverly hidden inside the illustrations, 
still in print after more than 30 years.Julian Scheer (1926-2001) was a native Virginian and a 
graduate of the University of North Carolina. He began his career as a journalist, and later 
became an administrator for NASA's public affairs and a trustee for the Smithsonian 
Institution's National Air and Space Museum. After the lunar landing, Scheer was awarded 
NASA's highest recognition, the Distinguished Service Medal. He wrote two books for 
children and three books for adults.

Marvin Bileck (1920-2005) was born in New Jersey and graduated from Cooper Union 
before receiving a Fulbright Grant to study in France. His work has been exhibited in 
galleries and museums across the country, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
the Chicago Institute of Art. He illustrated many books for children and received a 
Caldecott Honor for Rain Makes Applesauce.
Other Books
The Great War: Breakthroughs, Is it the war to end all wars - or war without end? It is 1917, 
and the United States are fighting a war on two fronts. In the north, from the Pacific to 
Quebec, US forces in the air and on land are locked in battle against Canada and Great 
Britain. To the south, at the heart of a line that stretches from the Gulf of California to the 
Atlantic, General Custer intends to do what none of his predecessors have done - to 
smash through the Confederate lines in Tennessee. Into this vast, seething cauldron plunges 
a new generation of weapons - submarines, barrels, attack planes, poison gas and flame 
throwers - changing the shape of war and the balance of power. 'The wizard of If.' Chicago 
Sun-Times 'The standard-bearer for alternate history.' USA Today
�����. “Yeah, and  rain makes applesauce ,” Enos said. They both laughed then; laughing at 
the pretensions of officers was a sailors' tradition old as time. “He's not too bad a fellow,” 
Sturtevant allowed in an astonishing display of magnanimity ..."
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